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Creative Possibilities

Glass Act

Tom Gallant

The Perfect Finish at Omni

Omni has earned a bit of a reputation for tackling unusual
projects for the art world, retail and corporate sectors.
However there were times when we were “boxing above
our weight” in terms of the equipment we had at our disposal. So earlier this year we took delivery of an exciting
new machine, the Kongsberg I XP which can cut all manner of material from vinyls, papers and boards to plastics,
acrylic and MDF. With its ability to cut and crease with
amazing accuracy and speed at sizes up to 300 x 170cm
(even larger for wallpapers and murals) the “Kong” is a
mighty productive addition to Omni’s armoury and opens
up tremendous creative possibilities for our clients.
It has already been used to produce everything from
shape cut stickers, vinyl graphics, showcards and larger
more complex items of point of sale and display. Tasks
that were once time consuming, downright irksome or
quite impractical can now be tackled in a fraction of the
time and to a higher standard than previously.

Mixed Media

Christmas seemed an ideal opportunity to put the machine,
and our team, through their paces so we commissioned
artist Tom Gallant, whose work is included in many major international collections, to come up with a Christmas
themed artwork to adorn our shop front. If you don’t have
time to pop in and see us, the result can be seen on the
front and back cover of this special collectors Christmas
edition of the Omnipendent. The work, applied to the inside
and outside of our windows and doors, uses shapes and
patterns cut on the Kongsberg using wood, Acrylic, Frosted Vinyl, transparent coloured vinyl and paper to create a
magical effect. In keeping with our “waste not want not”
approach the materials are all recycled from old jobs that
would otherwise been destined for landfill - very much a
case of mixed media.

For more information visit:
www.omnicolour.com

Tom Gallant based the artwork for Omni’s window on a
recent work that he produced at the chapel in Cardinal
Pole Catholic School, Victoria Park, as part of a visual
arts project for The Secret Cinema. The site-specific
installation combined printed clear vinyl with cut and
computer cut black vinyl to create a depth of shadow with
the vibrancy of colour. Traditionally, stained glass windows
had colour on one side of the glass with black paint on the
other scraped away to draw the imagery and detail. Tom
used many references to the film and cinema in general,
from the use of RGB colours to the religious imagery and
even the title itself, Limited Atonement. This connects
to the idea of total redemption of all sinners through the
sacrifice of one. The nine windows used engravings from
19th Century engravings of Dante’s Inferno and the sins of
lust, greed and envy. The motif of the gothic rose window
has been a reccurring symbol that Tom designed to reflect
a growing interest in religious iconography and continued
research into the Arts and Crafts movement and the
stained glass windows designed by William Morris & Co.

Watch This Space

Tom created the artwork as part of an ongoing relationship
with Omni, exploring the possibilities that a traditionally
commercial medium has to offer. It has been an ideal
opportunity to try out techniques, that will form part of
a series of large installations in the future, with Omni
producing the vinyl and other materials for his installations.
From cutting and printing vinyl to routing Perspex there
were few machines that the artwork didn’t touch nor
hands that weren’t involved. Typically Tom cuts paper
into layered and intricate patterns and motifs, however
the last few years has seen him working on larger scale
projects driven by the ability to realise them through digital
technologies. This scale will be pushed further again
through a collaboration with Omni on a series of site
specific installations at Manchester City Gallery covering
hundreds of square metres of glass, wall and floor. Watch
this space.

For more information visit:
www.tom-gallant.com
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Sarah Lucas at Sadie Coles HQ

Tongue Tied

Hariton Pushwagner at MK Gallery

Modern Day Munch

Perfect Situation

Early this year SITUATION, a space devoted to the work of
Sarah Lucas opened at the leading art gallery Sadie Coles
HQ, presenting new installations alongside an organic programme of events directed by the artist. SITUATION channels the spirit of the artist led exhibitions of the late 1980s
and 1990s with which Lucas and her contemporaries
launched their careers. Sarah Lucas has long made new
work in specific, sometimes remote and unusual locations,
places which have engaged her interest and sparked a
development in her sculpture. SITUATION brings some of
this work home, and then mixes it up with older, rarely-seen
sculpture or work by artists with whom she has a strong affinity, including the late great Franz West, with whom Sarah
had collaborated shortly before his recent, untimely death.

Cheeky

Along with sculpture and other installations, SITUATION has
featured an ever changing series of wallpapers. Starting with
Priére de Toucher back in February it continued with Get
Off Your Horse, any aficionado of John Wayne will identify
with her cheeky twist on his famous quote from True Grit. As
the show has evolved so have the wallpapers such as the
dazzling Gold Close up, Stacked and Green by artist Rohan Wealleans. Omni has been very pleased to be involved,
printing and installing the wallpaper, with each new image a
source of eager anticipation.

Sarah Lucas
SITUATION
Sadie Coles HQ
First Floor
4 New Burlington Place
London W1S 2HS
www.sadiescoles.com
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This summer MK Gallery presented Soft City, the first solo
exhibition outside Norway by visionary artist Hariton Pushwagner (born Oslo, 1940). Since the recent discovery of his
work he has become something of a celebrity in his home
nation, appearing regularly in newspaper headlines and
on television talk shows, renowned for his homelessness
and hedonistic lifestyle, and compared to a modern day
Edvard Munch. Pushwagner’s early work was shown in
three distinct groupings; Soft City, an account of mechanical, daily life in a dehumanized, dystopian modern city
completed in 1976, Family of Man, a series of thirty-four
silkscreen prints produced in the 1980s and Apocalypse
Frieze seven large-scale works of meticulous detail.

Gasp

Visitors to the gallery were greeted by a giant mural surrounding the main entrance, Pushwagner’s design for an
enormous Pop Art inspired mouth, with a 7 meter tongue
projecting onto to the gallery concourse. Omni printed and
installed the work using specialist outdoor materials;

“Streetwrap”, a vinyl with a special seal designed for application on pavements and outside floors, and “Wallwrap”, a
highly conformable vinyl that adapts really well to uneven
cement, concrete and other tricky surfaces. The result was
quite stunning, inspiring gasps of amazement from Keynsians.

BMX Bandits

However one local faction had other designs on the tongue,
the Milton Keynes chapter of BMX Bandits who wasted no
time in using the artwork as an Olympic trial ground, embellishing the tongue with tyre marks in the process. It seems
that the almost vandal proof Streetwrap does have an achilles heel (though we are working on it) as various cleaning
agents were tried to little avail but, as the photo shows, the
patterns created by the tyres had a certain artistic quality of
which Pushwagner might approve.
The MK Gallery’s programme goes from strength to strength
and always makes a journey to Milton Keynes well worth
while.

Hariton Pushwagner
Hedonist

For more information visit:
www.mkgallery.org &
www.pushwagner.no
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Vital Role

Art at Royal London Hospital

Vital Role

Back in 1888 Florence Nightingale said “Variety of form
and brilliancy of colour in objects presented to patients
are an actual means of recovery.”
These words resonate in the work of Vital Arts, a charitably
funded organisation founded in 1996 to deliver arts projects
for the wellbeing of patients, staff and the wider hospital
community of the Barts Health NHS Trust, currently undergoing a major redevelopment programme. With over one
million people visiting five hospital sites every year, looked
after by 15,000 members of staff, they are ideal places to
introduce a new audience to the transformative power of
art. Vital Arts has commissioned an extensive visual arts
programme for the new hospitals in the
trust, incorporating work in a diverse range of media by
established and emerging artists.

Uplifting

In the past year Omni has been involved in a number of projects by different artists and designers at the Royal London in
Whitechapel, Britain’s biggest new hospital. We printed and
installed a series of wallpapers by acclaimed designer Morag
Myerscough that have transformed the dining rooms in childrens wards into vibrant, uplifting spaces. Vital Arts commissioned Chrissie Macdonald and Andrew Rae of Peepshow
Illustration Collective to produce A Voyage Around My Pencil
Case, a magical mixed media installation transporting children from the wards and taking them on a surprising and
entertaining journey to the operating theatre.

Peepshow created a route that incorporates hand painted
elements and sculpture together with wallpapers, computer cut vinyls of Andrew’s brilliant illustrations and a number
of works fabricated in acrylic, all produced and installed
by Omni.

Comic Capers

For more information visit:
www.peepshow.org.uk

Artist Jessica Voorsanger worked with a group of children
to produce The Adventures of the Super Sizzling 7 – Magic
Watch On The 7th Floor, a picture story comic book in the
famed DC Comic style where the group including Invisible
Robert and Miss Hotshot battle the evil Mr McClean. As
well as printing the comic, for distribution to the children in
the wards, we also printed large scale images

of the work, mounted on di-bond and bonded to clear acrylic which are now hanging in the seventh floor. corridors.
Looking around the Royal London there is no doubt that
Florence was right. Organisations like Vital Arts deliver enormous benefits on limited budgets and we are proud to be
involved in their work.
Photography credit Jess Bonham

For more information visit:
www.vitalarts.org.uk
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Olympic Glory

Daisy’s Diary

Since 1912 each Olympic host city has commissioned one
or more posters to celebrate the hosting of the Games
and, since the first Paralympic games was held at Stoke
Mandeville, posters have also been commissioned for
the Paralympics. These official posters are now a special
celebration of the meeting of art and sport over the last 100
years. The London Organising Committee of the Olympic
and Paralympic Games (LOCOG) commissioned twelve
of the UK’s leading artists to create images to celebrate
London hosting the 2012 Games.

On Parade

Art on the Underground

Celebrate

The artists were encouraged to celebrate the Games coming
to London and to look at the values of the Olympic and
Paralympic games. Every image is a distinct interpretation
of each by the individual artists and the diversity of the series
demonstrates the extraordinary creative talent that exists
within the UK. Six artists produced posters for the Olympic
Games, including Howard Hodgkin, Chris Ofili and Bridget
Riley and six produced work celebrating the Paralympic

Bit of a Madam

Games, including Bob and Roberta Smith, Tracey Emin
and Gary Hume. The twelve images were displayed at
Tate Britain during the summer as part of the London 2012
Festival and available to buy as posters or limited edition
prints.
Grand Scale
Art on the Underground presented a collection of the
specially commissioned images, enlarged to a grand scale,
at Southwark and Piccadilly Circus Underground stations.
Omni was very proud to print them both on vinyl, and install
on the hoardings around Southwark station. The Southwark
site is something of a gallery for Art on the Underground
and we have just completed a new installation featuring 100
artists interpretations of the iconic London Underground
Roundel logo on the occasion of its 100th anniversary. The
Roundel installation is well worth a visit and also the subject
of a new book: The Roundel, 100 Artists Remake a London
Icon, published by Art/Books
Photography credit Thierry Bal
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It is now nearly two years since Days Of Grace retired to
the paddocks of The Durdans Stables after a successful career on the racecourse and at stud. Now almost 18 years old,
Daisy spends her retirement munching the grass and taking
gentle hacks on her beloved Epsom Downs which is just a
stone’s throw away. This easy routine was broken recently
when she took part in the parade of retired racehorses at
the Epsom August Bank Holiday race meeting. In her racing
days Daisy could be a bit of a “madam” to put it politely. For
instance, she would kick out quite violently when being saddled up, making a horrendous racket in the box and sending everyone but her brave trainer and groom running for
cover. Although she still has her moments, Daisy has clearly
calmed down as she was just about the most well behaved
horse in the whole parade, much to pride and relief of her
regular rider Sarah Slumbers.

For more information visit:
art.tfl.gov.uk

Sweet Chestnut

Just a few hundred yards from Daisy’s yard, her fifth and
final foal, an attractive chestnut filly, Jubilini, has been in
training since the start of the year with Brett Johnson at the

Durdans racing stables. As a daughter of the stallion Bertolini she is a full sister to Mogok Ruby and seems to possess many of the her sibling’s attributes but with a friendlier
and more cooperative disposition. As it was Mogi’s attitude
rather than ability that frequently let him down on the racecourse, hopes are high that she can provide a successful
swan-song for Daisy’s clan.

Growth Spurt

When she arrived, nearly a year ago “Lily”, as she is known
in the stable, was rather on the small size but she seems
to have had one long growth spurt and has gone from being the smallest two year old in the stable to one of the
biggest. Having had three races, showing some promise
and ability without troubling the judge, it was felt that all
this growing had left her a little weak - an opinion borne
out by top jockey Ian Mongan who has ridden Lily in her
last two races . Lily is currently having some time out in the Clockwise
from
left:
paddocks to allow her to strengthen up a bit but should be Daisy on Parade, Lily at Bath
out by the end of the year, probably at Lingfield where the Races, Lily on the Gallops
new, fast Polytrack surface should suit her well.
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The 10th Omni Terrier Derby
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The Writing’s on the Wall

Crap Graffiti

CRAPGRAFFITI

Widget sprints to victory

Chaos Ensues

On Bank Holiday Sunday August 26th Epsom Racecourse,
the spiritual home of the “Sport of Kings” and home of The
Derby for nearly 250 years, once again played host to the
Omni Terrier Derby, run alongside the actual Derby course.
Over 70 barking mad terriers competed in what has become
an unmissable feature of the Epsom Trainers Open Day and
the highlight of the Terrier Racing calendar. The somewhat
anarchic and unpredictable nature of terriers makes for an
hilarious spectacle, described by one distinguished racing
journalist as “the greatest spectator sport”.

New Technology

For those unfamiliar with this eccentric and somewhat chaotic sport, the terriers are loaded into traps and are released
to chase a furry lure into a gap in straw bales at the finish
of a 50 metre course with the winner being the first through
the bales. In past years an upside down converted bicycle
was used to tow the cord dragging the lure but this year the
Terrier Derby embraced modern technology with the bike
replaced by an electric motor and the straw bales switched
to a much safer padded finishing “wall”, all kindly supplied
by Kevin and Emma Llewellyn of Kent Terrier Racing (big
thanks to Kevin & Emma).

Widget Wins

After sixteen heats, quarter and semi, the final was taken by
Widget a Paterdale/Border Terrier cross owned by Janice
Dent. Second Place was taken by Bullet, owned by Kevin
and Emma, who is the only Rat Terrier in this country having been brought over from Kansas USA earlier this year. In
the 10 years of the races this is the first time that the final
has been won by a breed other than a Jack Russell, firmly
establishing the Omni Terrier Derby as an equal opportunities event!

Toilet Humour

Many years ago Omni Academy graduate Adam Elliot cut
his teeth on the Omnipendent, often driving the editor up
the wall over design, layout and content issues to the point
where an industrial tribunal was almost called in. However
those formative years at Omni have clearly been put to good
use as Adam has produced, with co author Richard Frazer,
an excellent book called Crap Graffiti. It is a handy, pocket
sized collection of rude, funny, philosophical and downright
daft examples of graffiti, unlikely to win the Booker Prize but
perfect for reading in the lavatory. There are many gems
from budding Banksy’s to creative twists on street signs plus
the usual collection of obscenities scrawled in toilets that
one would expect from such a work of modern literature.

Barking at the Moon

Further lustre was added to the event with the attendance
of Anna Webb who together with Joanne Good presents the
BBC Radio London (94.9) programme Barking At The Moon,
every Thursday night from 10pm till 12am. The show is an
absolute must for all dog lovers and we thank Jo and Anna
for their fantastic support.
Thanks to our Terrier Derby supporters Farm Fencing, McGee Demolition, L& S Carpets and Windmill Farm Kennels
& Cattery along with the legion of friends who helped on
the day.

Omnicolour, 16 Baldwins Gardens EC1N 7RJ / www.omnicolour.com / 0207 404 7800

“If you have never seen it
before, terrier racing is one of
the great spectator sports”
Peter Thomas - Racing Post

WIN WIN WIN

If you see a good piece of graffiti (crap or otherwise), take a
picture, send it in and we will publish the best examples in
the next Omnipendent
We have 3 signed copies of Crap Graffiti to give away to
the lucky winners, so don’t delay, get out - start looking and
start snapping.
email pictures to bob@omnicolour.com
There is a lot more on their web site so check out www.
crapgraffiti.com for new updates and a celebration of
the inept where you can join in the fun and send in contributions.

For more information visit:
www.crapgrafitti.com
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